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I.

Existing
A.

Procedures

Summary
I.

of Existing

Almost

Most

departments

decisIons.
Many

4.

Many

5.

7.

other

of "formal"

departments

"personal

Is not clear,

(Chemistry

Very few departments

student

opinions.

however;

the

15.
Interviews

with a few students,

and some not.

evaluatIon

and Linguistics)
of teaching

of tenured

by col leagues

procedure.
use actual

student

effectiveness.

seem to have formal

teaching

factors."

colleague

(4) use visits to classes

as one measure

evaluating

than compIlIng

here

part of their

Two departments

a.

that the questionnaire

In determining

by candidate

Only a few departments

Studies)

and use It In reappointment

(I I) use formal

some chosen

performance

and Area

(10) use some sort of fonmal

of teaching

as a regular
6.

use it also

(10) could be 5 or

usually

History

questionnaire.

In all courses,

Most

The meaning
number

(except two:

I):

(16 out of 22) require

departments

evaluation

at O.U.

(see Table

use a departmental

be distributed

3.

Teaching

Procedures

all departments

currently
2.

for Evaluating

procedures

faculty

for:

(other than

questl onna Ires);
,b.

weighing

teaching

reappointment

B.

Plausible
I.

against

research

and service

In making

recommendations.

ConclusIons:

Questionnaires
of the faculty,

are already

used by a large enough

and are enough

alike,

proportion

to make a common

2

questionnaire
different
2.

feasible.

dealt with below.

Some sort of common

form of colleague

but anyone

considerable
Judging

method

from the relative

questions

from the vagueness

there

about the validity

of the answers

to

13, and from comments

is a good deal of
for evaluating

Report

of teaching

principles

and the recommendations

from them.

and Learning

I.

other

effectiveness.

evaluation

year,

procedures

of any procedure

We are not yet ready to make specific

follow

may be

Is likely to meet

lack of formalized

by many chairmen,

scepticism

Progress

of doing this

a-e In the Burke memo of Feb.

volunteered

teaching

evaluation

Is a

opposition.

than a questionnaire,

II.

It Is desirable

question,

possible,

3.

Whether

We think

Committee

In collaboration
Those members
In this area:
(Psychology),

2.

The members

3.

Anyone

We cannot

at Oakland,

recommendations

but we can
that ~

the subcommittee

should

continue

Indicate

about the

some general

to us at this point to
and the general

to study the problem

Teaching
next

with:
of the Oakland
William
Daniel

faculty

Bezdek

Braunstein

who have special

(Sociology),

Ralph

(Econ.-Mgt.),

Schillace

etc.

of the FRPC.

Interested

enough

to volunteer.

respond yet to the request of the Arts and Sciences

for reasons which

expertise

are explained

below.

CAP,

3
A.

General
I.

Principles:

The most

Important ~ose

of Teaching
teaching

is to enable

the

effectiveness.

evaluation

procedure,

a university-wide

personnel

therefore,

It should

with tenure,

his

to adopt a new

such as one

not simply

It should,

therefore

to improve

questionnaire,

better,

decisions.

of the evaluation

instructor

If we decide

student

serve this purpose

a.

or function

Involving

it should

be to

to faci IItate

therefore:

involve ~

faculty,

not just those being

Including

considered

those

for re-

appointment.
b.

It should
advice,

involve a follow-up

both within

departments

and sponsored

by the Teaching

for the whole

university:

special

teaching

funds be sought
of Michigan

to bring

c.

etc.

We must

Committee

symposia

on

urge that

Koen of the University

next year to help

us

not give an Instructor

a

leave him to figure out what to do

be specific

the

enough

Instructor,

In feedback

The evaluation
in reappointment

of teaching
decisions.

information

with help, to understand

needs to Improve and how he might
2.

in ways to be devised

We strongly

Dr. Frank

and

it.

It should
enable

and

of diagnosis

and Learning

back to the campus

poor rating,

and

workshops,

problems,

devise such programs.

about

program

should

what he

do it.

also play an Important

Oakland

to

University

part

has always
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been committed

to high-quality

above al I, and our criteria
this commitment.
teaching

certainly

research

position
a.

A few departments

of measurement

complex,

Instruction

for reappointment

must be de-emphasized

valid method

our

undergraduate

reflect

seem to feel, however,

In such decisions

exists.

While

both philosophically

and discussion

should

the

because

that

no

Issues are

and methodologically,

so far leads us to reject this

because:

Whl Ie a few studies
faculty

of the validity

(questionnaires)

negative,

the recent surveys

overal I positive
committee

have been

results.

of student

ratings of

Inconclusive

of the

or even

literature

Indicate

Here are three surveys

the

found useful:

W. McKeachlc,
Winter,
F. Costin

"Student

Ratings

of Faculty,"

AAUP Bulletin,

1969, pp. 439-444.
et ai, "Student

Ratings

of College

Re Ifab IIIty, Va IId Ity, and Usefu Iness,"
Educational
R. Miller,

1972>'

Research,

Evaluating
Costin's

VoJ. 41, no. 5 (

Faculty

Performance

conclusion

review of empirical

studies

ratings can provide

reliable

on the quality
Appendix

of courses

I for further

Teaching:

Revl ew of

), pp. 511-535.
(Jossey-Bass,

is representative:
Indicates

and

and valid

"A

that students'
Informatlon*

InstructIon."

See

details.

*"Relfable" here means consIstency
In spIte of differences In students' age,
sex, grade, GPA, etc.
"Valid" means correlation with other measures of
teachIng effectIveness:
before-and-after
testing, Instructors generally
regarded as good teachers by theIr colleagues, etc.
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b.

It Implies that other
and/or

quality

There

of research,

is just as much

area, and there
study
3.

are ~

such as quantity

valid,

disagreement

about

which

criteria

has been far less reflection

about problems

Effectiveness

bases of evaluation,

in thIs

and empirical

of methodology.

of teaching

the goals of teaching.

Is false.

can only be evaluated

This seems obvious,

In relation

but

It has

to

Important

corollaries:
a.

In InterpretIng
students

questionnaire

or faculty),

by the Instructor

of his goals

and the factors

his approach

to these

the

students,

accepted

by his department

his performance,

Whatever

methods

A common

the size of the

and motivation

and weaknesses,
Instructor's

of the

etc.

This

does

goals must be

or by a commIttee

mlsleadJng--especially

of evaluation

to allow

from one department

4.

Influencing

evaluating

If It can be

quantified!

as possible,

another

course,

but they must be known, or the data about

him can be seriously
precisely

for example,

that the

with

to have a statement

In the situation

goals:

his own strengths

(and Interviews

for the partIcular

level of preparation

not Imply, of course,

b.

It Is essential

his methods,

class,

results

within

we use should

for variations

to another,

In goals

and from one

be as flexIble
and situations
Instructor

to

each department.

university-wide

the kind just mentIoned,

procedure,
would

serve

with

room for variations

both of the functions

of
listed
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In I and 2 above better
procedures

than our present

In each department.

of comparison

and sampling

the same things

the questionnaires>.
weight

that

ment or IndivIdual
B.

Tentative
I.

by It (judging

It deserves,

however

different
problems

the fact that

and we seem to mean

from the similarity

Is a way of giving

this may vary

of

It the

from one depart-

to another.

Recommendations:

We are moving

toward

In the unIversity
Items, whIle

a recommendation

adopt

retaining

a common
variation

department

to another

and even

Instructor

to another.

There

a.

despite

Is Important,

What we need

with

really are serious

at present,

we all agree that teaching
roughly

There

system

Adoption

"cafeteria,"

of the three
catalog

core of student
In other

categories

of 200 Items.

at least 21 schools
standardized

norms

It Is computerized,
construction,
"blank"
construct

of our current

using

external

system

such as

(5-10

In each

15-30 Items

just mentioned)
This system

from their

Is currently

our size)

every

and they have a service
and scoring.
departments

not Included

them could be translated

There

or

are 3

IndivIduals

suggests

Into selectIons

year.

for test

among the 200.

dept. questionnaIres

used by

and supplies

for all items updated

Items, allowing
questIons

from one

are two good ways of doing this:

(6 around

prInt-out,

questionnaire

Items from one

(If possible)

of a well-standardized

the Purdue

that all departments

to

A study

that al I of

from Purdue's
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200 Items, making

use of the 3 "blanks."

also 5 "demographIc"
data can be broken

Items, according
down:

school,

course or not, grade expected
ascertained
courses

that

average

a particular
correct

ratings

the ratIngs,

hlgh-GPA

rate him higher

students

Is an attractIve

Instructor

to those

system,

departments

Instrument

Management).

In requIred

to

that another

It would

teacher

ratings

sImilar

bel I-curve at each

Items, as recommended
Instltutl0~at

for It.

find out whether
lower-GPA

satisfied

students,

schools.

encounter

This

opposition

wIth their

and Economlcs-

be expensive

(around

$2,000

data from other

be that useful to us, since

(like student

alternative

are much alIke,

than

And the comparative

may not actually

too difficult,

would

at comparable

completely

on

say the student's

but It might

schools

own

If we

the computer

(such as Education

Also,

each semester).

The other

required

Thus,

If we suspect

the

present

comparative

of al I Instructors

program

At the same time,

from those

sex,

are

ask that and find out, and correct

and how both compare

b.

ratIngs

Item, we could

GPA, we could

year,

of Instructors

.85 of the

Influence

to whIch

In course.

for that deviation.

factor might

There

grades)

probably

form a

Institution.

Is to build our own core of 5-10
by Frank

Keen, on the basis of our

goals and values.

sInce the current
and similar

ThIs mIght

department

to the models

not be

questionnaIres

suggested

In

8
the

literature.

present
those

It would

questionnaires,

In the common

thInking
already

minus

core.

askIng

on a common

so In this

the Purdue

study of others
William

Bezdek).

our own "core

results
a.

with

by departments

for suggestions

ill

Instructors

development

working

on

of question-

to make the

In a II c Iasses:

of reliable

of everyone

perhaps

halfway

to be used

through,

who may drop out

Oakland

norms,

on the faCUlty.
In the semester
to allow

In that course,

at the end, to allow evaluation

monitor

whIle

as possIble:

of students

They should

consult

that we walt and see whether

be fl lied out at the same time

In all classes:

c.

Information,

be standardized,

but to Improve the teachIng

to eliminate

has

considerable

that the administration

They shou Id be used by

opinions

Is little

Department

after

It next year,

should

as comparable

They should

need to agree

there

system,

be asking.

Iterns."

not only to permit

b.

we would

respect

We suggest

We are ready to recommend
naires

we are all

we should

like It (for further

they are satisfied

2.

the questions

system,

duplicated

take some hard

The Sociology-Anthropology

adopted

to keep their

any Items that

are all the questions

core,

difference.

departments

It would

to decide whether

But even with the Purdue

recently

allow

time

and to get the

later; or perhaps

of the whole

course,

and

the fear of retribution.
be filled out

and brought

In class,

to a central

collected

place.

by a student

One study

shows

9

that the

Instructor's

significantly

higher;

be in the room.
enrollment
noted:
3.

anything

In the

further

should

4.

Some method

a common

Instructor's

Instructor

methods,

part

The Teaching

format

well an Instructor
textbooks,
method
a.

etc.

knows his material,

There

should

are dlfflcultues

suspect.

draw

we

up a

factors

format.

for

This statement
and committee

and Learning

would

are not qualified

be

and methods

for such statements,

evaluation

class

(3.a. above),

In departmental

to act as a check on the questionnaires
ments that students

goals

not

will be Inter-

and relevant

using a common

of colleague

should

results

of the situation

of teaching.

design

he should

70% may be statistically

that each

preferably

ratings

of the official

that questionnaire

play an Important

evaluation
could

below

of such goals,

each course,

perhaps

out the questionnaire

factors

recommend

statement

therefore

light of the

and the relevant

alone makes

The percentage

filling

In order to ensure
preted

presence

COmmittee
If requested.

be desirable

also,

and to make Judgto make,

such as how

his choice
however,

of methods,
with each

of doing this:

Visits

to classes.

Even

If more than one visitor

more than one visit per course,
methodological
(I)

(2)

Is their

(3)

has their

are stili

serious

questions:

are the visitors
"hostile"

there

makes

biased?

(One "friendly"

and one

does not add up to obJectivity).
sample

large enough?

presence

Into the situation?

Introduced

(No.)
a disturbing

factor
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Also, these
before

vIsits take time

and after,

as they should

feel they are a violation
privacy

In the classroom.

tension

and hostility

cooperation
reasons,

visits

cannot

be learned

useful

adjunct

be devised
b.

from

they ~

be.

methods.

they can be a

A standard

and Learning

exams,

distributed

materials.

This may be very

some cases,

but simply

In others.

Perhaps

marks!

the Teaching

Informative

(and thus
could

whether

he thought

If this method

and Learning

In

unfair)

IndIcate

In

evaluation

of

But then he

they would

form be used, which

Informal conversations
Impressions

statement

publicly

be fair In his case.

In any case,

that a standard

Instructor

form could

Committee.

and other

InapproprIate

each

say No whenever

mutual

and If the atmosphere

of syllabi,

might

for use

keep In mind what can and

to other

would

where

this method

Examination

such materials

create

For all these

I or 2 visits,

and Methods"

faculty

right of

But we encourage

practice;

by the Teaching

his "Goals

c.

to recommend

and the visitors

And some

colleagues,

should

decisions.

as a general

permits

Finally,

between

we hesitate

be).

with conference

of a traditional

and friendship

In reappointment

(If combined

be given

low

is used, we recommend
could

be designed

Committee.

with students

from departmental

and colleagues,

colloquia,

"methods"

are hopelessly

unreliable,

admissible

as evidence

in reappointment

etc.

and should

Such
not be

decisIons.

by

"
We feel fairly strongly

about this.

It may seem a

shame to be unable to include the chance
comment

or Impressions,

unfavorable

one

Interviews

of teaching,

half of our departments

Is usually

students

large enough

(say 20%>

would

and choosing

It would

outweigh

should

be developed
should

As a supplement

questionnaire

results,

be on any other

whereas

reliable

were

There
Interviews
from the
In case

and thus more

Interview

format

and the size of

be noted.

In raising

resul ts.

dry figures

comparison,

to questionnaires,

data.

and

If the sample

Is used, a standard

may be useful

seek more

the

of face-to-face

the cold,

to permit

The

take a lot of time.

latter are far more

If this method

ThIs method

some "friendly"

In the minds of evaluators;
the

as a method

to classes.

much too small to be reliable;

fair.

the sample

It.

does not create objectivity.

questionnaires
of conflict,

doing

as visits

Is a real danger that the vivacity
with students

InJustice.

with students

are currently

are not anonymous;

some "random"

of

of "subJectivity"

In spite of the fact that about

has some of the same problems
sample

Irresponsible,

element

Is an element

We are not recommending
of evaluation

and too

Any avoidable

In these Judgments
5.

but the harm by the chance

is too great,

to be toleratre.

favorable

questions

and

leading

Interviews
about

method

the validity

faculty

The burden of proof,
If It conflicts

with students

committees

however,

should

of the
to
always

with the questionnaire
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6.

Since some people
teaching
perhaps
a.

think that the only

effectiveness
we should

Such tests

be before-and-after

of

testing,

point out that:

cannot

they are made
qbvious;

would

"true" evaluation

be completely

up by the

instructor

If they are made

(the American

Chemical

not necessarily

either.

himself,

up by an outside

Society,

coincide

may not be a serious

objective

say),

with the

problem

this

is

agency

their

goals

Instructor's.

In Chemistry,

If

but

do
This

it Is

In Phi losophy.
b.

To the extent

that a teacher's

the attitudes

and values of his students,

"tests"

that a re any more

goals

include

influencing

there

are no

re IIab Ie than student

questionnaires.
7.

Finally,
aspects

we call your attention
of teaching

are ~

to the fact that several

included

in our present

system,

but we do not yet see any good way to Include them:
a.

guidance

of Independent

b.

academic

advising;

c.

helping

d.

public

colleagues

study

projects;

with their

teaching;

presentatlons--the

to departmental

university

colloquia,

in other

community
people's

at

large,

courses,

etc. ;
e.

curriculum

Candidates
"Goals

development

could

(perhaps

be encouraged

and Methods"

statements,

they could be given much weight

under "Service"?),

to Include

such things

In their

but It Is hard to see how
from this alone.

-- -- --I: --

--

XX
X
XX )X
XStudents
X
IX
X Formal
lX
X
X
XBY DEPARn~ENT
X
X
Colleague
room
X Visits
IX
Evaluation
With
EXISTING
PROCEDURES
Requl
re
.2,uestlonnai
res
Interviews ClassFormat
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APPENDIX

A few empirical
Costin,
I.

findings

and Miller,
Students

which

opera

may surprise

(see McKeachle,

clt.):

rate Instructors

graduation

some people

as they

about the same

rated the same

10 years

instructors

after

when they were

In college.
2.

Student

ratings

much they have

3.

learned,

personality.

There

significant

are ~

differences

a.

male and female studentsj

b.

older

and younger

c.

students

with high and

students

with generally

There

instructor

are ~

correlate
they

liked the

In ratings

(although

with how

by--

graduate

students

rate

higher);

students

a given

generally

not with whether

Instructor's

instructors

4.

of Instructors

male and female

b.

older

high or

quite

significant

a.

low grades

in the course

(although

low grades-·GPA--may

rate

differently).

differences

in ratings

of--

instructors;

and younger

Instructors

(but older

get slightly

lower

rati ngs);
c.

Instructors
"fal rness

d.
5.

~

ratings

hard or easy

(except on the

item

In gradl ng");

Instructors
studies

who grade

who do more or

show

Instructors

than of small ones,

than electives.

Also,

less research.
of

large courses

getting

and those of required

majors

gave

Instructors

lower

courses

higher

lower

ratings
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In

some studies.

But some studies

and the differences
For a 220-ltem
January,
In

7-16-75

these

are not as great as one might

bibliography

1968, see Virginia

Postsecondary

Imam

annotated

contradict

of research

A. de Wolf,

Instltutlons

Student

(Washington

results,

expect.

In this area since

Ratings

UniversIty,

of

Instruction

1974).
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TO:
FROM:

Members

of the Teaching·: LLearnlng

Ralph Schl Ilace

Committee

/'/?.\'
(")
. ,..-{J'

The evaluation sub-commlttee's
Investigation and report of the methods
used at Oakland UniversIty to assess teaching Is the most thorough and
thoughtful treatment of the topic ever conducted here.
I agree,
generally, with the findings and with the spirit of the recommendatIons.
My own viewpoInt on the matter Includes the following recommendations:
(I) Student questionnaire
assessment of teaching should be
applied In a systematic and cooperative fashIon across departments to
correct current problems In sampling and to facilitate comparison of
Individuals.
But I do not believe that student questionnaire
data
should ever be allowed to stand alone as the essential measurement of
teaching

performance

or effectiveness.

(2) The procedure of colleague visits fol lowed by a written
report of teaching performance by the observers should be part of the
officIal documentation
for a given Instructor.
This procedure offers
the most promise for Interaction among peers and the highest probability
of changing teaching behavior for both the observer and the observed.
The details of this procedure can be developed so It Is practical.
(3) No official report of teaching performance and effectiveness
should be allowed to stand and be reviewed without a written statement
by the Instructor being evaluated,
In which he responds to the contents
of I and 2 above and generally recognizes that he has the right to
qualify that content.
I cannot endorse a procedure to evaluate teaching that does not Include
all three of these components.
The efficiency of student questionnaires
and the mystique that surrounds quantification
of responses are serious
dlstractors to the short-comings
of student paper-and-pencll
assessment.
A procedure that uses peer or col league evaluations and self-reports
In conjunction with student questionnaires
promrses to offer a system
with some reasonable checks and balances.
Finally, such a system has the
best chance of changing behavior, the avowed, major purpose for the
Teaching & Learning Committee's assessment project.
RS/mem

